SUPPLIES

Pocket Primary by Katie Pertiet
Border Strips
White Cardstock
Foam Mounting Squares
Tape Runner

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Score 12” White cardstock at 3”, 6”, and 9”. Rotate 90 degrees and score at 5 ¾”; fold up (bottom does not meet top) and fold along other score marks to create accordion.

2. On front of each panel, do the following:
   a. Panel 1 – Fold over from left to right.
   b. Panel 2 – Cut V in top that is about ¾” down.
   c. Panel 3 – Cut square notch in top that is 2” wide.
   d. Panel 4 – Cut from left upper corner to approximately ½” from right bottom corner.

3. Cut 10 border strips to 5 ¾”. Adhere the pieces to front of each panel as shown; trim excess when done:
   a. Panel 1 – green diagonal stripe, green dot.
   b. Panel 2 – bicycles (white on edges and in middle).
   c. Panel 3 – word bubbles (meet in middle).
   d. Panel 4 – green dot, green diagonal stripe

4. Trim word art from Border Strip; adhere to panels as shown using foam squares to raise some pieces and notch some ends to create flags.

5. Create tags to insert in each album section from blue plus, red diagonal stripe, green diamonds, and yellow scallops. Cut in half lengthwise; adhere with small overlap to create tag that is approximately 2” wide. Cut four 2 ¾” x 4 ¾” pieces from white cardstock; adhere to tags. Use small pieces to create tag toppers; attach with staples. Add photos and journaling as desired.

6. Adhere front to back on first and last panel.